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SUMMARY

The Web has grown into a heterogeneous open data space of interlinked docu-
ments, tables, and databases. Open datasets on the Web are often used as input
for many knowledge discovery processes, which aim at �nding patterns within
those data. However, open datasets on the Web are hardly ever ready for anal-
ysis, and require careful data preparation. Even though current e�orts focus
on making analysis more e�cient, empirical studies show that data preparation
takes ��% of the total time spent.
Statistical data are data subject to analysis by statistical methods and tools.

A number of problems in these statistical datasets severely hamper their prepa-
ration. First, non-standard legacy formats have a decaying support over time
that negatively a�ects accessibility of these data. Second, data errors, typos and
other �aws are hard to detect and correct, and a�ect how meaningful results are
in analysis. Third, data curation procedures are often hard-coded in implementa-
tions or hidden in closed-source systems, obstructing their reusability. Moreover,
if these datasets contain also a historical dimension, two additional problems oc-
cur. First, operational sources of historical statistics have often been lost over
time, leaving partial analytical views as the only representation preserved in
archives. Second, time series are usually poorly harmonized, due to the incom-
patibility of changing classi�cation systems. Data scientists try to resolve all
these data preparation issues by resort to painful data munging, which results
in the aforementioned time spent.
In this thesis, solutions to these problems that take advantage of Semantic

Web technologies are proposed. Multiple statistical datasets in the domain of
Social and Economic History, where this kind of data is prototypical, are used as
a case study. Therefore, the main research question addressed in the thesis is:

How can Semantic Web technologies contribute to solve integration
problems of legacy statistical collections, lower their access costs, mea-
sure the quality of their diachronic schemas and their constrained in-
stances, and facilitate their transformation in a standards-compliant
and implementation-independent way?

The thesis is divided in three parts that tackle di�erent aspects of this question.



(�) ���������� ����������

Data integration is needed in these domains because the core work�ow of histo-
rians, the life cycle of historical information, is in manyways a particular instance
of the knowledge discovery process. Historical data is highly heterogeneous and
can be classi�ed according to their primary or secondary nature, intended pro-
cessing, source or goal orientation, and level of structure. Arbitrary data loca-
tions in layouts, implicit dimensions, incomparable measurements and low data
quality are important integration problems in semi-structured sources.

(��) ����������� �� ����� ����������� �����������

RDF Data Cube, a vocabulary built on top of relevant statistical data exchange
standards like SCOVO and SDMX, is the most suitable candidate to represent
(historical) statistical datasets on the Web. Its combination with the PROV and
Open Annotations vocabularies, and concept schemes like HISCO and the Am-
sterdamse Code, facilitates the representation of the fundamental historical no-
tions of time and location; but also the methodological notions of standardiza-
tion, transformation, and authority. To produce reliable data, these vocabularies
and schemes are used in this thesis in semi-automatic algorithms, combining hu-
man expertise with scalable automation. Issues on quality and transformation
of the data remain, however, unresolved by the direct application of Semantic
Web technology.

(���) ���� ������ ��� ��������������

An empirical study of the evolution of various diachronic vocabularies used in
the Semantic Web shows that ��.��% of them evolve in a highly predictable man-
ner, according to well understood change predictors; while ��.��% of them dis-
play no predictability. Popular constraint checking methods in National Sta-
tistical O�ces, known as edit rules, can be implemented as Linked Data at
micro (per-record) level, using standard SPARQL rules; and at macro (intra-
record) level, using minimal non-standard SPARQL extensions. However, easy
standard-compliant and implementation-independent SPARQL extensibility can
be achieved by handing over the extended functionality via query federation.



These contributions are a basis for bringing a more e�cient data preparation
and re�nement to the Web in quantitative History, the Digital Humanities, and
Science.


